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This onferene was the seond on Geometri Rigidity and Hyperboli Dynamis being

held in Oberwolfah. It was organized by W. Ballmann (Bonn), A. Katok (PennState) and

G. Knieper (Bohum).

The letures overed reent developments on rigidity and ergodi theory of group ations,

and on hyperboli as well as partially hyperboli dynamis. Connetions to sympleti

geometry were also treated.

The stimulating disussions and the marvellous working onditions provided by the Insti-

tute of Oberwolfah reated a lively sienti� atmosphere.

In partiular, the partiipation of many young researhers and mathematiians from suh

diverse areas suh as topology, probability theory and geometry shows that rigidity the-

ory and hyperboli dynamis are growing and ative topis with onnetions to many

mathematial disiplines. Certainly, this onferene will be of great inuene to further

developments and will enhane the researh in this �eld.
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Abstrats

The Mok-Siu-Yeung-Bohner Formula

Sot Adams, University of Minnesota

Following work of Mok, Siu and Yeung (Invent. Math. 1993) we show that a nonlinear

analogue of the Matsushima Bohner formula implies that up to di�eomorphism a higher

rank loally irreduible ompat symmetri spae of nonpositive urvature admits only one

nonpositively urved metri of unit volume, a result due to Gromov.

On the mixing property of hyperboli ows

Martine Babillot, University P. and M. Curie, Paris

One has the following lemma from ergodi theory:

Lemma (F. Parreau) Let A be an abelian group ating on a Borel standard group (X;m)

in a measure preserving way. If for some funtion ' 2 L

2

0

(X;m) and some sequene

t

n

! +1; ' Æ T

t

n

6! 0 in the weak L

2

topology, then there exists a sequene s

n

!1 and

a nononstant funtion  suh that both ' Æ T

s

n

and ' Æ T

�s

n

onvergene weakly in L

2

to

 .

This allows to use Hopf-like arguments for proving the mixing property of hyperboli ows

with respet to measures whih have a produt struture w.r.t. the stable and unstable

foliations. The lemma ist used to prove:

Theorem: If (M; g) is a ompat, non positively urved manifold of rank 1, then Knieper's

measure of maximal entropy is mixing.

Quasisymmetri spheres and quasi-M�obius group

Mario Bonk, University of Mihigan

Suppose � is a Gromov hyperboli group whose boundary at in�nity �

1

� is homeomor-

phi to the standard 2-sphere S

2

. Is �

1

� quasisymmetri to S

2

? In this ase the ation

at � on �

1

� is essentially onjugate to a M�obius group ation on S

2

? This leads to the

general haraterization problem at S

2

up to quasisymmetry. In joint work with B. Kleiner

we showed that if a metri spae X homeomorphi to S

2

is loally linearly onneted and

Ahlfors 2-regular, then X is quasisymmetri to S

2

. Our methods an be applied to ertain

spaes with Hausdor� dimension Q > 2.

A brief survey of partial hyperboliity and stable ergodiity

Keith Burns, Northwestern University, Evanston, USA

A di�eomorphism f :M is partially hyperboli if there are a Tf -invariant splitting

TM = E

u

� E



� E

s

and � < 1 < � suh that if v

u

; v



; v

s

are nonzero vetors in E

u

; E



; E

s

respetively, then

jjTfv

s

jj

jjv

s

jj

< � <

jjTfv



jj

jjv



jj

< � <

jjTfv

u

jj

jjv

u

jj

:
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Suppose now that M is ompat, f is C

2

, and f preserves a smooth measure � on M ; the

subset of the spae PH of partially hyperboli di�eomorphisms with these properties will

be denoted PH

2

�

.

Main onjeture: (Pugh and Shub) Ergodiity holds on an open and dense subset of PH

2

�

.

f 2 PH is aessible if any two points are joined by a "us-path", omposed of parts of

unstable and stable manifolds.

The main onjeture splits into to halves.

Conjeture 1 (Pugh and Shub) If f 2 PH

2

�

is aessible, then f is ergodi.

Conjeture 2 (Pugh and Shub) Aessibility holds on an open and dense subset of PH.

Substantial partial results towards both of these onjetures have been proved in the last

deade, notably by Pugh and Shub. The leture surveyed these result.

Growth of onjugay lasses in Gromov hyperboli groups

Mihel Coornaert, University of Strasbourg

(joint work with G.Knieper)

Let � be a group ating properly and oompatly by isometries on a proper geodesi Æ-

hyperboli metri spaeX whose boundary ontains more than two points. Let P (t) denote

the number of onjugay lasses of primitive elements  2 � suh that inf

x2X

d(x; x) � t.

We prove that there are positive onstants A;B; h and t

0

suh that

Ae

ht

=t � P (t) � Be

ht

for all t � t

0

:

Coarse geometri perspetive on negatively urved manifolds and groups

Alex Furman, University of Illinois at Chiago, USA

Let (X; g) be a ompat negatively urved manifold. For a point x 2

~

X onsider the

metri d

g;x

on � = �

1

(X) de�ned by d

g;x

(

1

; 

2

) = dist

~g

(

1

x; 

2

x) where ~g is the lift of g to

the universal over

~

X ofX. Then d

g;x

is a left-invariant metri, quasi-isometri to any word

metri on the Gromov hyperboli group �. Moreover for x; y 2

~

X; jd

g;x

�d

g;y

j � 2diam(X).

Motivated by this example we study the following general setup: � is a non elementary

Gromov hyperboli group, D

�

the olletion of all left invariant metris d on � whih are

quasi-isometri to a word metri, D

�

= D

�=�

where d � d

0

in D

�

if d � d

0

is bounded.

Given a lass Æ = [d℄ 2 D

�

we de�ne notion of growth, marked length spetrum, Bowen-

Margulis measure, ross-ratio et. assoiated with Æ 2 D

�

, in a way whih generalizes the

geometri onepts known for (X; g). In this general oarse-geometri setting we give er-

tain haraterizations of latties and loally symmetri metris in purely oarse-geometri

terms.

Lipshitz foliations and ritial regularity

Boris Hasselblatt, Tufts University Medford

There are three results, obtained reently, that demonstrate familiar themes and may

point to new diretions in investigations of optimal and ritial regularity on invariant

subbundles and foliations in hyperboli dynamial systems. The entral theme is that

relations between ontration and expansion rates determine the regularity these invariant

strutures have (usually measured by a H�older exponent), and that when this level of

regularity is exeeded, the regularity is substantially higher and one obtains additional
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strutural information.

Theorem I: Sympleti C

1

-perturbations of the map on the 4-torns de�ned by

�

2 1

1 1

�

�

�

2 1

1 1

�

1+[

2

=�℄

either have subbundles that are almost nowhere, �-H�older, or

the subbundles are C

1

with H�older derivative.

Theorem II. (with P. Foulon, Strasbourg) For a volume preserving Anosov ow on a 3-

manifold the sum of the (strong) stable and unstable bundles is Zygmund regular, and the

following are equivalent:

� An additive oyle (longitudinal Katok-Anosov-Moser oyle) is trivial.

� The sum of the bundles is C

1

.

� The sum of the bundles is C

1

.

� The ow is a suspension or a ontat ow.

This is losely related to a joint work of Hurder and Katok (Publ. IHES, 1990).

Theorem III. (with J. Shmeling) For a linear solenoid (Smale attrator, DE map) the

unstable holonomies are Lipshitz o� a set of a priori smaller Hausdor� dimension than

the attrator.

A onsequene is that the dimension of the hyperboli set is the sum of the dimensions of

(typial) stable and unstable slies. We expet a result of that type in general (topologial

Ekmann-Ruelle onjeture).

Rigidity of joinings for higher rank Abelian ations

Boris Kalinin, University of Mihigan

(joint work with Anatole Katok)

We investigate joinings of strongly irreduible totally nonsympleti Anosov Z

k

; k � 2

the ations by toral automorphisms. We show that the existene of a nontrivial joining

has strong impliations for these ations, in partiular, that the restritions of the ations

to a �nite index subgroup of Z

k

are onjugate over Q . We also obtain a disription of the

joining measures modulo the lassi�ation of zero-entropy measures for the ations.

Geometri interpretation of arithmeti odes for geodesis

Svetlana Katok, Penn State, PA, USA

Eah oriented geodesi  on the modular surfae M = PSL(2;Z)nH an be represented

as a doubly{in�nite sequene of segments between suessive returns to a partiular ross{

setion of the unit tangent bundle SM , P [ Q, where P onsists of all tangent vetors

with base points in the right irular ar of the boundary of the standard fundamental

region F = fz 2 H j jzj � 1; j<zj �

1

2

g for PSL(2;Z) suh that orresponding geodesis

have both end points positive and therefore go in the positive (lokwise) diretion, and

Q onsists of all tangent vetors with base points in the right vertial side of F pointed

inwards, i.e. in the negative diretion.

Eah segment of  is PSL(2;Z){equivalent to a redued geodesi 

i

inH from u

i

to w

i

i.e.

suh that 0 < u

i

< 1 and w

i

> 1. We assign to 

i

a sequene (: : : n

�3

; n

�2

; n

�1

; n

0

; n

1

; n

2

: : : )

(n

i

� 2) obtained from \-" ontinuous fration expansions of w

i

= (n

1

; n

2

: : : ) and

1

u

i

= (n

0

; n

�1

; n

�2

; : : : ). Then the next segment 

i+1

produes the same oding sequene

(shifted one symbol to the left). We all the oding sequene of any PSL(2;Z){equivalent

to  redued geodesi the arithmeti ode of . Closed geodesis have periodi oding
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sequenes, and this theory may be onsidered to be an extension of the redution theory

for losed geodesis. Conversely, eah redued geodesi in H either enters F through P , or

is equivalent to a geodesi entering F through Q.

This allows to represent the geodesi ow f'

t

g on SM symbolially as a speial ow

over the spae of doubly-in�nite sequenes on the in�nite alphabet N = fn � 2g with the

Tykhonov produt topology, X := N

Z

= fx = (n

i

)

1

i=�1

j n

i

2 N ; i 2 Zg, with the eiling

funtion f(x) equal to the time of the �rst return to P [ Q. Let � be the left shift of X

given by (�x)

i

= n

i+1

. We give an expliit formula for f(x).

Theorem 1. Let x 2 X, x = (: : : ; n

0

; n

1

; n

2

; : : : ), and w(x) and u(x) be the end points

of the orresponding geodesi (x), where w(x) = (n

1

; n

2

: : : ) and

1

u(x)

= (n

0

; n

�1

; n

�2

; : : : )

are \-" ontinuous fration expansions. Then f(x) = 2 logw(x)+ log g(x)� log g(�x) with

g(x) =

(w(x)�u(x))

p

w(x)

2

�1

w(x)

2

p

1�u(x)

2

, i.e. is ohomologous to 2 logw(x).

We all a geodesi positive if all segments omprising it begin and end on the set P .

A positive geodesi avoids the set Q, its arithmeti ode ounts the number of suessive

times it hits the right vertial side of F in the positive diretion, and hene oinides

with its geometri ode in the sense of Morse, and they are haraterized by the following

property:

Theorem 2. A geodesi  is positive if and only if its arithmeti ode

(: : : n

�3

; n

�2

; n

�1

; n

0

; n

1

; n

2

: : : ) does not ontain 2 and the following pairs: f3; 3g, f3; 4g,

f4; 3g, f3; 5g, and f5; 3g, i.e.

1

n

i

+

1

n

i+1

�

1

2

.

This follows from my earlier result (Geom. Dediata, 63 (1996), 123-145) for losed

geodesis and a ontinuity argument.

The set of positive geodesis in SM is obtained from the set X with the help of an

in�nite matrix A of zeros and ones, where A(i; j) = 0 when the pair fi; jg is prohibited:

X

A

= fx 2 X j A(n

i

; n

i+1

) = 1g;

and the restrition of the left shift � to X

A

is a ountable Markov hain.

We de�ne the positive geodesi ow f'

+

t

g to be a restrition of the geodesi ow f'

t

g

on SM to the set of vetors tangent to positive geodesis. Using a representation of f'

+

t

g

as a speial ow over X

A

with the eiling funtion f(x) = 2 logw(x), we obtain two{sided

estimates for the topologial entropy of the positive geodesi ow h(f'

t

g) (understood as

supremum of measure{theoreti entropies):

Theorem 3. (joint with B. Gurevih) 0:7771 < h(f'

t

g) < 0:8161.

The proof relies on an approximation of the eiling funtion by a funtion depending

only on n

1

(x), and on an appliation of results of A.B. Polyakov and S.V. Savhenko.

On arithmetiity of some omplex hyperboli latties

Bruno Klingler, IPDE, ETH Z

�

urih

By Margulis's superrigidity and arithmetiity theorems, latties in non-ompat simple

real Lie groups of real rank � 2 and their �nite dimensional representations over any loal

�eld are well understood. On the other hand there exist non-arithmeti and arithmeti

non-superrigid latties in the unitary group PU(2; 1). In this talk we disuss a onjeture

by Rogawski whih prodits that under ertain ohomologial assumptions a lattie � in

PU(2; 1) is arithmeti. We prove this onjeture in some speial ases:
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Theorem: Let � < PU(2; 1) be a ompat torsion-free lattie suh that the omplex surfae

H = �nH

2

C

is a "fake P

2

C " (i.e. has same Betti numbers as P

2

C ). Then any representation

� : �! PGL(3) whih is Zariski dense is superrigid. In partiular � is arithmeti.

On the geometrization of 3-dimensional orbifolds

Bernhard Leeb, University of T

�

ubingen

The so-alled Orbifold Theorem is part of the evidene available for Thurstons Ge-

ometrization Conjeture. We explain joint work with M. Boileau (Toulouse) and J. Porti

(Barelona) whih implies the Orbifold Theorem. A di�erent proof has been announed

by Cooper, Hodgson and Kerkho�. In our talk, we will fous on a geometri aspet of the

argument, namely the study of the loal geometry of hyperboli one manifolds with one

angles � � < � and a lower diameter bound. We obtain a thik-thin deomposition whih

implies thikness and �niteness results as in the ase of hyperboli manifolds.

Kazhdans property (T ), L

2

-spetrum and isoperimetri inequalities for loally

symmetri spaes

Enrio Leuzinger, University of Karlsruhe

Let V = � nG=K be a Riemannian loally symmetri spae with nonpositive urvature

and suh that the isometry group G of its universal overing spae has Kazhdan's property

(T ). Let �

0

be the bottom of the L

2

-spetrum of the Laplae-Beltrami-Operator if V of

V ol(V ) = 1 and let �

1

be the smallest non-zero eigenvalue if V ol(V ) < 1. We showed

that there is a onstant (G) > 0 depending only on G suh that �

0

(V ) � (G) > 0 (resp.

�

1

(V ) � (G) > 0). This yields new rigidity properties for latties, linear isoperimetri

inequalities for general loally symmetri spaes and estimates for the growth of orbital

ounting funtions.

Quantum unique ergodiity & rigidity

Elon Lindenstrauss, Institute for Advaned Studies, University of Prineton

Rudnik and Sarnak onjetured that if M is a ompat manifold of negative urvature

and '

i

the eigenfuntion of the Laplaian (with orresponding eigenvalues �

i

!1) then

(if '

i

are normalized to have L

2

-norm one)

j'

i

j

2

dvol!

1

vol(M)

dvol:

If one onsiders the ase of �nG=K� with an arithmeti onvergene lattie in G (this has

been previously onsidered for Q = SL

2

(R) or SL

2

(C ) but is interesting for all G) and '

i

are assumed also to be Heke eigenfuntions then this onjeture follows from GRH.

I will show how for G = SL

2

(R)�SL

2

(R) this onjeture (for irred. latties �) will follow

from onjetures of Katok-Spatzier, Margulis, Furstenberg about measures invariant under

Cartan ations, thus outlining a dynamial approah to this problem.
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Super-rigidity for quasi-morphisms of general irreduible latties

Niolas Monod, ETHZ, ETH-Z

�

urih, Switzerland

Joint work with M. Burger. We prove super-rigidity for the seond bounded ohomology

of a lattie � < G = G

1

� : : :�G

n

in a produt of general loally ompat groups, under

the irreduibility assumption �

j

(�) = G

j

for all j. This inludes s-arithmeti groups, Ka-

Moody groups, and latties in produts of trees.

As a result, we obtain rigidity for: (1) ations on the irle, (2) representations in the

mapping lass group of a ompat surfae, (3) representations in PSU(n; 1). (Taking into

aount work of Shalom, Ghys, Bernina-Fujiwara, Burger-Iozzi).

Three main steps in our work are: (1) establish a funtorial theory of ontinuous bounded

ohomology (with oeÆients), (2) onstrat, for arbitrary (ompatly generated) loally

ompat groups, an amenable doubly ergodi boundary, (3) an improved higher degree

Lyndon-Hohshild-Serre sequene.

Counting hyperboli manifolds

Shahar Mozes, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Joint work with Mark Burger, Tsahik Gelander and Alex Lubotzky.

Fix n � 4 and let p(V ) = ℄ fomplete hyperboli manifolds of volume � V g. We show

that there exists onstants 

1

; 

2

> 0 suh that for V suÆiently large



1

V logV � log p(V ) � 

2

V logV

Semigroup ations on T

n

Roman Muhnik, Yale University

Let S be a semigroup of non-singular integer n�n matries and G = hSi � GL(n;Q ) be

the group generated by S. There is a natural ation of S on the n-dimensional torus T

n

.

If G is not virtually yli, G ats strongly irreduibly on Q

n

and for all 0 6= x 2 R

n

; S

x

is

unbounded, then for every a 2 T

n

n Q

n

; Sx is dense in T

n

. Clearly, the onverse is true. I

give an outline of the proof of this theorem. As a orollary, we obtain that every minimal

losed S-invariant subset M � T

n

is G-invariant, when S � SL(n;Z) ats irreduibly on

T

n

.

Pointwise ergodi theorems for semisimple group ations

Amos Nevo, Tehnion, Haifa, Israel

Let G be a onneted Lie group, K � G a ompat subgroup. Given an invariant

Riemannian metri on G=K, let B

t

= fg 2 G j d(gK;K) � tg, and let �

t

be the

probability measure on G, whose density w.r.t. Haar measure is given by

1

Haar(B

t

)

X

B

t

.

Ball averaging problem: Given an ergodi measure preserving ation of G on a probability

spae, is �

t

a pointwise ergodi family in L

1

, namely saties�es, 8f 2 L

1

, and a.e.

lim

t!1

�

t

f(x) =

R

X

fdm where �

t

f(x) =

R

G

f(g

�1

x)d�

t

(g)?

This problem ist open for all non amenable onneted Lie groups (and most amenable

groups of exponental growth as well). We onsider the ase of semisimple groups, for the
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hoie K = maximal ompat subgroup, and the Riemannian metri assoiated with the

Killing form, and show:

(1) �

t

is a pointwise ergodi family in L

p

; 8p > 1, for every semisimple G.

(2) If G is simple, and the norm of �

1

as an operator on the spae L

2

0

(X) = ff 2 L

2

(X) j

R

x

fdm = 0g is stritly less than one, then

j�

t

f(x)�

Z

X

fdmj � C

p

(x; f) exp(��

p

t)

for a.e. x 2 X, and every f 2 L

p

(X); p > 1, where �

p

> 0. If G has property (T ); �

p

depends only on G.

(3) The same onlusion holds for a large family of averages on G as in (2), not neessarily

radial, satisfying only mild growth and ontinuity onditions.

Thm 1 is partly joint work with E. Stein. Thm 2 is joint work with G. Margulis and E.

Stein.

Spherial means and transversal measures of foliations in symmetri spaes

Norbert Peyerimhoff, Ruhr-Universit

�

at Bohum, Germany

One approah to prove onvergene of spherial means to a spae mean in ertain non-

positively urved ompat spaes M is to use unique ergodiity of the foliation F given

by the projetion of the unit normal vetors of horospheres in the universal overing

~

M .

In he ase of higher rank symmetri spaes all di�erent isometry types of horospheres are

obtained by onsidering only the horospheres orthogonal to diretions in a �xed spherial

Weyl hamber C

1

. A lower estimate for the Cheeger isoperimetri onstant of any horo-

sphere depending on its normal diretion in C

1

is given. Consequenes of this estimate are,

e.g., that the horosphere normal to the baryentri diretion is not quasiisometri to any

non-baryentri horosphere and that the foliated ompat spae (M;F) (M� SM the set

of baryentri diretions) admits an invariant transversal measure. A result of Veeh an

be used to derive the uniqueness of this invariant transversal measure (up to a onstant

fator). This implies, in turn a onvergene result for averages w.r.t. the outward unit

normal vetors of inreasing geodesi spheres to a partiular spae mean supported in the

baryentri diretions.

Sympleti rigidity and hyperboliity in ontat dynamis

Leonid Polterovih, Tel Aviv University

A theorem of Moser guarantees that every di�eomorphism of a losed manifold an

be isotoped to a volume-preserving one. It turns out that this statement annot be the

extended into ontat ategory. For instane, every ontatomorphism of the standard

ontat 3-torus (T

3

(�; q

1

; q

2

); � = Ker(os �dq

1

+sin �dq

2

)) whih indues the automorphism

0

�

1 0 0

0 2 1

0 1 1

1

A

in H

1

(T

3

) is dissipative. The proof is based on Lagrangian intersetion

theory. Analogous results hold true for general ontat manifolds.
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Floer Homology and Hamiltonian Dynamis

Matthias Shwarz, Universit

�

at Leipzig, Germany

Initially, Floer homology was developed to prove existene of �xed points of non-degenerate

Hamiltonian automorphisms of losed sympleti manifolds. Under the milder assumption

of weak non-degeneray, i.e. for all x 2 Fix� not all Floquet multipliers are 1, Salamon

and Zehnder showed the existene of in�nitely many periodi points of � 2 Ham(M;w). In

this talk another method based also on Floer homology is introdued in order to prove exis-

tene of in�nitely many nontrivial, geometrially distint periodi points without any non-

degeneray assumption, however presently under di�erent dynamial assumptions. The

idea is to determine "homologially visible" ritial levels in the ation spetrum by means

of Floer homology and to analyze their behaviour under iterations of �. This leads to a

biinvariant metri d on the group of Hamiltonian automorphisms. If lim

n!1

d(id;�

n

)

n

= 0, �

has in�nitely many nontrivial periodi points.

Shreier's theorem for isometry groups of the hyperboli spae

Yehuda Shalom, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Shreier's theorem is a lassial result in ombinatorial group theory: Let e 6= N CF be

an in�nite index normal subgroup of a free group. Then N is not �nitely generated. We

prove the following extensions:

Theorem A: Let � < Iso(H

n

R

)

�

=

SO(n; 1) be a f.g. non-amenable disrete group with

Æ(�) < 2, where Æ is the ritial exponent. Then Shreier's theorem holds for �.

Another result we prove about the struture of groups with Æ(�) < 2 is:

Theorem B: Every suh � admits �

0

� �, with [� : �

0

℄ < 1 whih surjets onto Z.

Moreover dim(Hom(�

0

;R)) ! 0 when �

0

! feg along �nite index subgroups.

Theorem A fails in general when Æ(�) = 2 (latties in SL

2

(C )).

Theorem B for Æ(�) = 2 would imply a elebrated onjeture of Thurston.

Length spetrum invariants via variational methods

Karl Friedrih Siburg, Ruhr-Universit

�

at Bohum, Germany

We investigate length spetrum invariants in two di�erent settings: the geodesi ow

on a surfae near an ellipti losed geodesi, and billiards in a stritly onvex domain.

We introdue the minimal ation funtion from Aubry-Mather theory as a "universal"

length spetrum invariant, whih enompasses many known invariants and ontains a lot of

geometri information about the metri/domain. By writing geometri data in terms of the

minimal ation, the proof of their length spetrum invariane beomes almost tautologial.

Edited by Gerhard Knieper, Karl Friedrih Siburg
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